Thank you for your interest in Undercover Tent & Party.
This catalog is available to help educate our customers on our products and assist with the
decision-making process.
This informational catalog showcases the vast variety of products we offer, as well as
applications for the best use of each item.

Frame Tents

Frame tents have a spacious, unobstructed feel and allow an efficient use of interior space.
They are constructed using an internal aluminum frame structure and contain no center
poles.

They are best suited for locations where staking is difficult, and the ground surface may be
less suitable for pole tent styles. Frame tents are available with either white or clear tops.
White side pole covers are a nice addition, enhancing the look of any event, as seen in
these two examples.

Century Tents

Century tents are the most technologically advanced tension tents on the market.
They set the standard for quality and are a staple in the industry.

Century tents are best used for large-capacity functions and are fantastic
for upscale events of any kind.

Sailcloth Tents

Tidewater/sailcloth tents provide elegance like no other. These oval structures have
graceful curved edges and sculpted peaks in a translucent, sailcloth-style fabric.

A daytime event under our Tidewater/sailcloth tents will be warm with natural light. In the
evening, they offer a graceful glow when paired with any of the lighting selections we offer.

Furniture

Round Tables

Banquet Tables

Café Tables

36"

30" X 6'

30" Round Top

48"
60"
72"

30" X 8'
36" X 8'

30" Square Top

36": These tables can be
used for the newlyweds,
cake, or as an appetizer
table.

42" Tall

30" X 6' / 30" X 8': These
tables are most commonly
used for food service, bar
service, DJs, and caterer
prep work, however,
they can certainly seat
guests.

48": These tables are great
for round seating or as a
food service table. Each seat 46 people.
30" X 6' can seat 6-8 guests.

60": These tables are the most 30" X 8' can seat 8-10 guests.
common round table for
Upgrade to a 36" X 8' for
dining. Each seat 8-10
additional guest comfort.
guests.
72": These tables are the
largest capacity round table we
have in stock and can
seat10-12 guests.

Café tables are small
and easy to place.
They work great
inside and outside of
tents and are
fabulous for cocktail
parties.
Style choices include
both round and
square tabletops that
are 30" in diameter.

Square Tables

60" X 60"
60" Square tables are the
most commonly used for
dining and allow seating
for 8 guests. They can be
mixed with 60” round
tables to add variety.

Serpentine Tables

BarBack

48" X 30"
60" X 30"

18" X 6'
18" X 8'

Serpentine tables can
be used for food and bar
service. They are in
quarter sections,
meaning 4 serpentine
tables will make a round
table. These could be
used around center poles
for placing appetizers.

Bar Back tables are great
for placing glassware and
bar service equipment on.
They could certainly be
used for appetizers or gifts
as well.

Make sure to check with your caterer and entertainment provider for
their specific needs before ordering.

Farm Tables

Our 8-foot farm tables are a perfect addition to any event. Whether you decide on a few to
accent your tent, or to seat all your guests, they are sure to impress. Our farm tables will
seat 8-10 guests with our benches, fruitwood chiavari chairs, fruitwood garden chairs, or
pecan cross backs!

The 47” square tables are great as a “sweetheart” table for your wedding day, or an accent
table for place cards, desserts or gifts.

Chairs
White Plastic Folding Chairs

A chair suitable for any occasion! Perfect for weddings, bridal and baby showers,
birthdays, cookouts, and most indoor or outdoor events.

Garden Chairs

White

Natural

Fruitwood

If you are looking for a more decorative chair with added comfort, the Garden Chair is
available in multiple finishes and has a soft cushioned seat. This chair is ideal for wedding
ceremonies, receptions, family gatherings, and formal occasions.

Fruitwood Chiavari

The Fruitwood Chiavari Chair is an elegant,
dark solid wood chair with a high back and a
cushioned seat for added comfort. This chair
is beautiful indoors and out and fantastic for
wedding receptions, dinner parties and
formal occasions.

Cross Back Chairs

Our Pecan Cross Back Chair can be a fantastic
upgrade to any occasion. These chairs match
our farm tables, as well as compliment the
local wine barrels we have available.

The Chiavari chair is also available at cocktail or café table height, and can be arranged
around our 30” café tables in groups of 2, 3 and 4.

Lighting Options

This Tidewater tent has both onion lights and
perimeter string lighting. Simple elegance!

This beautifully decorated Century tent has chandelier lighting and twinkle lights, which
are shown here softly illuminating the center poles through our voile pole covers.
Perimeter string lighting completes the look.

This Century tent is blanketed with our bistro lighting as well as LED up-lighting that
highlights the band. Voile pole covers are also used, covering the
aluminum center poles required for Century tents.

In this Century tent, we decorated the ceiling with white lantern lighting as well as
perimeter string lighting. Additional colors are available for the lantern lighting
upon request, as is wicker.

This clear top frame tent is shown with our full-ceiling mini LED lights,
which bathe the entire space in a soft glow.

A beautiful Tidewater tent with LED up-lighting as well as perimeter string lighting.

Platforms and Flooring
New England Plank

Undercover Tent uses the leading manufacturer for its dance floor panels, providing
maximum durability and security. Undercover's flooring will stand up to any
dance-off you can throw at it!

Staging

Whether you have a DJ or a live band, build presence for your entertainment
with staging. Include a skirt for added elegance.

China
Round Pattern

Dinner Plate 10
¼"
Salad/Appetizer/
Dessert Plate
7 ½"
Bread/Appetizer/
Dessert Plate
6 ⅜"

Cup and
Saucer

Square Pattern

Dinner Plate 10 ¼"
Salad/Appetizer/
Dessert Plate 7 ½"
Bread/Appetizer/
Dessert Plate 6 ⅜”

Cup and
Saucer

Soup Bowl
with
Handles

Soup/Shell
Bowl

Oval

Soup/
Chowder
Mug

Clear Glass

Dinner Plate 14”

Appetizer/Dessert
Plate 7 ½”

Glassware
Wine and Champagne

6 oz.

8 oz.

12 oz.

6 oz.

Bar Service

5 oz.

12 oz.

Water Goblet

10 oz.

5 ½ oz.

8 oz.

Flatware

White Linens
White table cloths available in all sizes

Napkin and 72” Square Overlay Colors

Temperature Control

Because it can be cool in the shoulder seasons on Cape Cod, we recommend that you
reserve a heater for your event. Providing heat is a sure way to keep your guests
comfortable, especially after the sun goes down and the music gets turned up!

Ceremony Benches

Our benches are 8 feet long and can accommodate 5 guests.
They are perfect for ceremony sites where many chairs would be impractical, such as
beaches, cranberry bogs, and conservation land.

Wine Barrels & Wine Barrel Bar

Our wine barrels are locally sourced and a great way to differentiate your wedding from
others! Use these wine barrels as cocktail tables, or decor. Stack a few side-by-side and add
a "live edge" countertop to create stations, seating charts, or a bar service that will be
unforgettable!

